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ON DENOTING
nv a 'denoting phrase' I mean a phrase such as any one of the
lollowing: a man, some man, any man, every man, all men, the
prcsentKing of England, the present King of France, the centre
ol massof the solar system at the first instant of the twentieth
lcnturf, the revolutionofthe earth round the sun, the revolution
rl the sun round the earth. Thus a phrase is denoting solely in
virtue of itsform. We may distinguishthree cases:(r) A phrase
rrurybe denoting, and yet not denote anything; e.g., 'the present
l(ing of France'. (z) A phrase may denote one definite object;
r.g., 'the presentKing of England' denotesa certain man. (3) A
;rlrrasemay denoteambiguously;e.g., 'a man' denotesnot many
trrcn,but an ambiguousman. The interpretation of such phrasesis
l rnatter of considerabledifficulty; indeed, it is very hard to frame
rrry theory not susceptibleof formal refutation. All the difficulties
with which I am acquaintedare met, so far as I can discover, by
thc theory which I am about to explain.
'Ihe subject of denoting is of very great importance, not only in
h,gic and mathematics,but also in theory of knowledge. For exrrnple, we know that the centre of mass of the solar system at a
rk'finite instant is somedefinite point, and we can affirm a number
ol propositions about it; but we have no immediate acquaintance
with this point, which is only known to us by description.The
rlistinction between acquaintanceand knwslcdgeabout is the distinction between the things we have presentationsof, and the
tlrings we only reach by means of denoting phrases.It often
h:rppensthat we know that a certain phrase denotesunambiguorrsly,although we haveno acquaintancewith what it denotes;this
rx'cursin the above caseof the centre of mass. In perception we
lr:rveacquaintance
with the objectsof perception,and in thoughtwe
llrve acquaintance
with objectsof a more abstractlogicalcharacter;
4r
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but rve do not necessarilyhave acquaintancewith the objects
denoted by phrasescomposedof words with whose meaningswe
are acquainted.To take a very important instance: there seems
no reasonto believethat we areeveracquaintedwith other people's
minds, seeing that these are not directly perceived; hence what
we know about them is obtained through denoting. All thinking
has to start from acquaintance;but it succeedsin thir.Jrringabout
many things with which we have no acquaintance.
The courseof my argument will be as follows. I shall begin by
stating the theory I intend to advocate;* I shall then discussthe
theories of Frege and Meinong, showing why neither of them
satisfiesme; then I shall give the grounds in favour of my theory;
and finally I shall briefly indicate the philosophical consequences
of my theory.
My theory, briefly, is asfollows. I take the notion of the variable
asfundamental;I use'C (r)' to meana propositiontin which r is a
constituent, where r, the variable, is essentiallyand wholly undetermined.Then we can considerthe two notions 'C (r) is always
true' and 'C (*) is sometimestrue'f. Then exerythingand nothing
and sonething(which are the most primitive of denoting phrases)
are to be interpreted as follows:
C (everything) means 'C (.r) is alwaystrue';
C (nothing) means'"C (*) is false" is alwaystrue';
, C (something) means 'It is false that "C (.r) is false" is always
true'.$
Here the notion 'C (.r) is always true' is taken as ultimate and
indefinable,and the others are defined by meansof it. Eonything,
nothing, and somethingare not assumedto have any meaning in
isolation,but a meaningis assignedto everypropositionin which
they occur. This is the principle of the theory of denoting I wish
I I have discusred this subject in Pinciples of Mathcnatics, Chap. V,
and $ 476, The theory there advocated is very nearly the sarne as Frege's,
and ie quite different from the theory to be advocated in what follows.
t More exactly, a propositional function.
I The second of these can be defined by means of the first, if we take
it to mean, 'It is not true that "C (r) is false" is dways true'.
$ I shall sometimes use, instead of this complicated phrase, the phrase
'C (r) is not always false', or 'C (r) is sometimes true', supposed, dzfined
to rnean the same as the complicated phrase.
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Supposenow we wish to interpret the proposition, , I met a man'.
It this is true, I met some definite man; but that is not what I
affirm. What I affirm is, accordingto the theory I advocate:
t
"f met r, and r is human" is not alwaysfalse'.
Generally, defining the classof men as the classof objects having
the predicatehuman,we say that:
'C (a man)' means' "C (*) and r is human" is not alwaysfalse'.
This leaves.'a man', by itself, wholly destitute of meaning, but
gives a meaning to every proposition in whose verbal exprission
'a man' occurs.

'All men are mortal' means' "ff r is human, r is mortal" is always
true'.
This is what is expressedin symbolic logic by saying that ,all men
are mortal' means t t'r is human" implies ,,* is mortal" for all
values of r'. More generally, we say: I
'C (all men)' means' "ff r is human, then C (r) is true" is always
truet.
Similarly
'C (no men)' means' "ff r is human,then C (r) is false" is always
true'.
'C (somemen)'will mean the sameas .C (a man)',t and
* As
has been ably argued in Mr. Bradley's Logic, Book I, Chap. II.
Psychologically
'C (a man)' has a suggestion of only one, and .C
. f
(some men)' has a suggestion of more than oie; but we may neglect these
suggestions in a preliminary sketch.
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'C (a man)' means 'It is false that "C (r) and r is human" is
alwaysfalse'.
man)' will mean the sameas 'C (all men)'.
(every
'C
It remainsto intelpret phrasescontaining fie. These are by far
the most interesting and difficult of denoting phrases.Take as an
instance'the father of Charles II was executed'.This assertsthat
there was an * who was the father of CharlesII and was executed.
Now ffte,when it is strictly used, involvesuniqueness;we do, it is
true, speakof ' tlzesonof So-and-so'evenwhenSo-and-sohasseveral
sons, but it would be more correct to say '4 son of So-and-so'.
Thus for our purposeswe take tfreas involving uniqueness.Thus
when we say 'r was the fatherof CharlesII' we not only assertthat
r had a certain relation to CharlesII, but alsothat nothing elsehad
this relation. The relation in question, without the assumptionof
uniqueness,and without any derioting phrases,is expressedby
'r begat Charles II'. To get an equivalent of '* was the father of
CharlesII', we must add, 'If y is other than x, y did not beget
Charles II', or, what is equivalent, 'lf y begat Charles II, y is
identical with r'. Hence'* is the father of CharlesII'becomes:
'r begat CharlesII; and "if y begat Charles II, y is identical with
r" is alwaystrue of y'.
Thus 'the father of CharlesII was executed'becomes:'It is not
always false of r that * begat Charles II and that r was
' executedand that "if jl begat CharlesII, y is identical with *"
is alwaystrue of y'.
This may seem a sorrlewhat incredible interpretation; but
I am not at present giving reasons, I am merely stating the
theory.
To interpret 'C (the father of Charles II)', where C standsfor
any statement about him, we have only to substitute C (r) for
'r was executed' in the above. Observe that, according to the
above interpretation, whateverstatementC may be,'C (the father
of CharlesII)' implies:
'It is not alwaysfalse of * that "if y begat Charles II, y is
identicalwith.r" is alwaystrue of y',

_The abovegivesa reduction of all propositionsin which denoting
phrasesoccur to forms in which no such phrasesoccur. Why it is
imperative to effect such a reduction, the subsequentdiscussion
will endeavourto show.
The evidencefor the abovetheory is derived from the difficurties
which seemunavoidableif we regard denoting phrasesas standing
for genuine constituents of the propositions in whose verbal expressionsthey occur. Of the possibletheories which admit such
constituentsthe simplest is that of Meinong.* This theory regards
any grammatically correct denoting phrase as standing for an
object.Thus 'the present King of France', ,the round square',
etc., are supposedto be genuine objects. It is admitted thai such

squareis round, and alsonot round, etc. But this is intolerable; and
if any theory can be found to avoid this result, it is surelv to be
preferred.

century, etc., are constituents of the meanitry;but the dmotation
zur Gegmstandstheorie
und psychologie
(Leipzig,
' pe9 Uyttercuchungen
r9o4)the first threearticles(by Meinong,Amesederand Maly ,"rp.Jtively).
t Seehis 'IJeberSinn und Bedeutung',Zeitschiftfiir phil. undphil.
Kitih, Vol. roo.
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has no constituents at all.* One advantageof this distinction is
that it showswhy it is often worth while to assertidentity. If we
say 'Scott is the author of. Waverley', we assert an identity of
denotation with a difference of meaning. I shall, however, not
repeat the grounds in favour of this theory, as I have urged its
claims elsewhere(loc. cit.), and am now concerned to dispute
those claims.
One of the first difficulties that confront us, when we adopt the
view that denoting phrasescx?ressa meaning and denotea denotation, t concernsthe casesin which the denotation appearsto be
absent. If we say 'the King of England is bald', that is, it would
seem, not a statement about the complex meaning'the King of
England', but about the actual man denotedby the meaning. But
now consider 'the King of France is bald'. By parity of form, this
also ought to be about the denotation of the phrase ' the King of
France'. But this phrase, though it has a meaningprovided 'the
King of England' has a meaning, has certainly no denotation, at
least in any obvious sense.Hence one would supposethat 'the
King of France is bald' ought to be nonsense;but it is not nonsense,sinceit is plainly false.Or againconsidersuch a proposition
as the following: 'If u is a classwhich has only one member, then
that one member is a member of i, or, aswe may stateit, 'If z is a
unit class,the u is a a'. This proposition ought to be always true,
since the conclusionis true wheneverthe hypothesisis true. But
'the a'oisa denoting phrase,and it is the denotation,not the meaning, that is saidto be a a. Now if u is not a unit class,'the u' seems
to denotenothing; henceour propositionwould seemto become
nonsenseas soon as z is not a unit class.
' Now it is plain that such propositions do not become nonI Frege distinguishes the two elements of meaning and denotation
everlnvhere, and not only in complex denoting phrases. Thus it is the
meanings of the constituents of a denoting complex that enter into its
meaning, not their denotat#n. In the proposition 'Mont Blanc is over
r,ooo metres high', it is, according to hirn, the mcaning of 'Mont Blanc',
not the actual mountain, that is a constituent of the meaning of the propoeition.
t In this theory, we shall say that the denoting phrase expressesa meaning; and we shall say both of the phrase and of the meaning that they
denote a denotation. In the other theory, which I advocate, there is no
meaning, and only sometirnes a dmotatian,
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sense merely becausetheir hypothesesare false. The King in
The Tempestmight say, 'If Ferdinandis not drowned,Ferdinand
is my only son'. Now'my only son' is a denotingphrase,which,
on the face of it, has a denotation when, and only when, I have
exactly one son. But the abovestatementwould neverthelesshave
remained true if Ferdinand had been in fact drowned. Thus we
must either provide a denotation in casesin which it is at first
sight absent,or we must abandonthe view that the denotation is
what is concefnedin propositionswhich contain denoting phrases.
The latter is the course that I advocate.The former course may
be taken, as by Meinong, by admitting objectswhich do not subsist, and denying that they obey the law of contradiction; this,
however, is to be avoided if possible. Another way of taking the
same course (so far as our present alternative is concerned) is
adopted by Frege, who provides by definition some purely conventional denotation for the casesin which otherwisethere would
be none. Thus 'the King of France', is to denotethe null-class;
'the only son of Mr. So-and-so'(who hasa fine family of ten), is to
denote the class of all his sons; and so on. But this procedure,
though it may not lead to actual logical error, is plainly artificial,
and doesnot give an exact analysisof the matter. Thus if we allow
that denoting phrases,in general, have the two sides of meaning
and denotation, the caseswhere there $eemsto be no denotation
cause difficulties both on the as'sumptionthat there really is a
denotation and on the assumptign that there really is none.
A logical theory may be tested by its capacity for dealing with
puzzles,and it is a wholesomeplan, in thinking about logic, to stock
the mind with as many puzzlesas possible,sincetheseservemuch
the samepurpose as is served by experimentsin physical science.
I shall therefore state three puzzleswhich a theory as to denoting
ought to be able to solve; and I shall show later that my theory
solvesthem.
(r ) If a is identical with D,whateveris true of the one is true of the
other, and either may be substituted for the other in any proposition without altering the truth or falsehood of that proposition.
Now George IV wished to know whether Scott was the author of
Waveiley; and in fact Scott was the author of Waanley. Hence
we may substitute Scott fot the author of 'Wavnley', and thereby
prove that George IV wished to know whether Scott was Scott.
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Yet an interest in the law of identity can hardly be attributed to
the first gentlemanof Europe.
(z) By the law of excludedmiddle, either 'l is B' or 'l is not B'
must be true. Hence either 'the PresentKing of France is bald' or
'the present King of France is not bald' must be true' Yet if we
enumeratedthe things that are bald, and then the things that are
not bald, we should not find the presentKing of France in either
list. Hegelians,who love a synthesis,will probably conclude that
he wears a wig.
(3) Consider the proposition 'l differs from B'. If this is true,
there is a differencebetweenA and'B,which fact may be expressed
in the form'the differencebetweenA and'B subsists'.But if it is
false that I difiers from B, then there is no differencebetween.t{
and B, which fact may be expressedin the form 'the difference
betweenA andB doesnot subsist'.But how can a non-entity be the
subjectof a proposition?'I think, thereforef am' is no more evident than 'I am the subject of a proposition, therefore I am',
provided 'I am' is taken to assertsubsistenceor being,* not existence.Hence, it would aPpear,it must alwaysbe self-contradictory
to deny the being of anything; but we haveseen,in connexionwith
Meinong,that to admit beingalsosometimesleadsto contradictions.
Thus if A and B do not differ, to suPPoseeither that there is, or
that there is not, such an object as 'the differencebetweenA and
B' seemsequallyimpossible.
The relation of the meaning to the denotation involves certain
,.ih., curious difficulties, which seemin themselvessufficient to
prove that the theory which leads to such difficulties must be
wrong.
When we wish to speakabout the meaningof a denoting phrase,
as opposedto its denotation,the natural mode of doing so is by
invertedcommas.Thus we say:
The centre of mass9f the solar systemis a point, not a denoting
complex;
'The centre of mass of the solar system' is a denoting complex,
not a point.
Or again,
The first line of Gray's Elegy statesa proposition.
r I use these as synonyms.
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'The first line of Gray's Elegy' doesnot state a proposition. Thus
taking any denotingphrase,say C, we wish to considerthe relation
betweenC and 'C', where the differenceof the two is of the kind
exemplifiedin the abovetwo instances.
We say, to begin with, that when C occurs it is the denotation
that we are speekingabout; but when'C'occurs, it is the mcaning.
Now the relation of meaninganil denotationis not merely linguistic through the phrase: there must be a logical relation involved,
which we expressby saying that the meaning denotesthe denotation. But the difficulty which confronts us is that we cannot succeedin both presewing the connexionof meaning and denotation
and preventing them from being one and the same; also that the
meaning cannot be got at except by means of denoting phrases.
This happensas follows.
The one phrase C was to have both meaning and denotation.
But if we speakof 'the meaning of C', that gives us the meaning
(if any) of the denotation. 'The meaningof the first line of Gray's
Elegy' is the sameas 'The meaningof "The curfew tolls the knell
of parting day"r' and is not the sameas 'The meaningof "the first
line of Gray's Elegy".' Thus in order to get the meaningwe want,
we must speaknot of 'the meaning of C', but of 'the meaning of
"C",' which is the sameas 'C' by itself. Similarly 'the denotation
of C' doesnot meanthe denotationwe want, but meanssomething
which, if it denotesat all, denoteswhat is denoted by the denotation we want. For example, ,let 'C' be 'the denoting complex
occurring in the secondof the aboveinstances'.Then
C : 'the first line of Gray's Elegy', and
the denotation of C : The curfew tolls the knell of parting day.
But what we meantto have as the denotationwas 'the first line of
Gray's Elegy'. Thus we have failed to get what we wanted.
The difficulty in speakingof the meaningof a denoting complex
may be stated thus: The moment we put the complex in a proposition, the proposition is about the denotation; and if we make
a proposition in which the subject is 'the meaning of C', then the
subject is the meaning (if any) of the denotation, which was not
intended. This leadsus to say that, when we distinguish meaning
and'denotation,we must be dealing with the rneaning: the meaning has denotation and is a complex, and there is not something
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other than the meaning, which can be called the complex,
and be said to have both meaning and denotation. The right
phrase, on the view in question, is that some meanings have
denotations.
But this only makesour difficulty in speakingof meaningsmore
evident. For supposeC is our complex; then we are to say that C
r the meaning of the complex. Nevertheless,whenever C occurs
without inverted commas,what is said is not true of the meaning,

that will occur, and there is no backward road from denotations
to meanings,becauseevery object can be denoted by an infinite
number of different denoting phrases.
Thus it would seemthat 'C' and C are different entities, such
that'C' denotesC; but this cannotbe an explanation,becauset}te
relationof 'C'to C remainswholly mysterious;and whereare we
to find the denoting complex 'C' which is to denote C? Moreover,
when C occurs in a proposition, it is not only the denotationthat
occdrs(aswe shall seein the next paragraph);yet' on the view-in
question,C is only the denotation,the meaningbeingwholly relegated to 'C'. This is an inextricable tangle, and seemsto Prove
ihat the whole distinction of meaning and denotation has been
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can be relevant. Thus the point of view in question must be
abandoned.
It remainsto show how all the puzzleswe havebeen considering
are solved by the theory explained at the beginning of this article.
According to the view which I advocate,a denoting phrase is
essentiallypartof a sentence,and doesnot, like most singlewords,
haveany significanceon its own account.If I say'Scottwasa man',
that is a statementof the form '# was a man', and it has'Scott' for
its subject. But if I say 'the author of Waouley was a man', that is
not a statementof the form '.1was a man', and does not have ,the
author of Waoulry' for its subject. Abbreviating the statement
madeat the beginningof this article,we may put, in placeof ,the
author of Wazterleywas a man', the following: lOne and only one
entity wrote Waaeilc1t,and that one was a man'. (This is not so
strictly what is meant as what was said earlier; but it is easierto
follow.) And speakinggenerally, supposewe wish to say that the
author of Waonley had the property {, what we wish to say is
equivalent to 'One and only one entity wrote Waoerley, and that
one had the property f'.
The explanationof denotationis now as follows. Every proposition in which 'the author of Waonlzy' occurs being explained as
above, the proposition 'Scott was the author of Waoerley' (i.e.
'Scott was identical with the autflor of Waoalqt') becomes'One
and only one entity wrote Waoerley.and Scott was identical with
that one'; or, revertingto the wholly explicit form:'It is not always
falseof * that .r wrote Waonley, that it is alwaystrue of 1 that if y
wrote Waoerleyy is identical with r, and that Scott is identical
with r'. Thus if 'C' is a denoting phrase,it may happenthat there
is one entity r (there cannot be more than one) for which the proposition'r is identicalwith C'is true, this propositionbeing interpreted as above.We may then say that the entity tr is the denotation of the phrase 'C'. Thus Scott is the denotation of 'the author
of Waonley'.The'C'in invertedcommaswill be merely thephrase,
not anything that can be called the meaning.The phrasepn se has
no meaning, becausein any proposition in which it occurs the
proposition, fully expressed,does not contain the phrase, which
has been broken up.
The puzzle about George IV's curiosity is now seento have a
very simple solution. The proposition'Scott was the author of
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form in the
Wazterley',whichwas written out in its unabbreviated
author
constituent'the
any
contain
not
does
p..".altig'paragraph,
,Scott'. This does not
substitute
could
we
which
;t w;rr;l;y, fo"r
interfere with the truth of inferencesresulting from 11\r-n8 thal
Waaerley"
i" rtrtotty the substitution of 'Scott' for 'the author of
a primary
call
I
what
has
Waaeiley'
of
author
;; lorrg is 'the
of prio""rrrr!rr"" in the propositionconsidered'The difference
secondaryo""u,.."""t of denotingphrasesis as follows:
""a
-".y
When we say: 'GeorgelV wishedto know whether so-and-so"
is true"
o, *fr"r, *" a"y 'So-anl-so is surprising' or 'So-and-so
now.that
.i.., tft. 'so-and-so'must be a proposition' Suppose
eliminate
either
may
We
pht"t"'
denoting
a
'so-and-so'contains
proposition.so-and-so',
subordinate
the
from
phrase
this denoting
is a mere
oi fto* the" whole proposition in which 'so-and-so'
which we
constituent.Difiereni piopositions result accordingto
guest'on
do. I have heard of a touchy owner of a yacht to whom a
than it
irc,1..i"g it, remarked, 'I thought your yacht was larger
it is"
is'; and tlie owner replied,'No, iny yacht is not largerthan
What the g.t"rt .r,.".rt was, 'The size that I thought your.yacht
*". i. g.."i", than the sizeyour yacht is';.the meaningattributed
to him"is, 'I thought the size of your yacht was greater-than.the
yachi. To return to GeorgeIV and Wattuley'when
.ir"
"iy"tt
author
*"-rgy,',c"oige IV wished to know wheth.r scott was the
know
to
wished
IV
mean
'George
normally
we
of. ffaaerley',
was that
whether on-eand only one man wrote Waoerleyand Scott
wrote
man'; but we may also mean: 'One and only one man
was that
Waverley,and George IV wished totnow whether Scott
occurman'. Ii the latter, the author of.Waoerley'has a prirnary
by
rence; in the formet, a secondary.The latter might be expressed
tact
'George IV wished to know, concerningthe man who rn
for
*ror"'Worrrley, whe&terhe was Scott" this would be true'
asked
if GeorgeIV had seenScott at a distance,and had
"*"-pt",
occurrri:nceof a denoting phrase.may
'Is that Scott?'. i second'ary
be defined as one in whicl the phrase occurs in a propos*i"." ?
which is a mere constituent of the proposition we are considering'
in p'
and the substitution for the denoting phrate is to be effected
not in the whole proposition concerned'The ambiguity asbetween
primary and secondaryoccurrencesis hard to avoid in language;
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but it doesno harm if we are on our guard againstit. In symbolic
logic it is of courseeasilyavoided.
The distinction of primary and secondary occurrences also
cnablesus to deal with the question whether the present King of
liranceis bald or not bald, and generallywith the logicalstatusof
tlenoting phrasesthat denote nothing. If 'C' is a denoting phrase,
say'the term having the property F', then
'C has the property {' means 'one and only one term has the
property fl and that one has the properry d'.*
I f now the property F belongsto no terms, or to several,it follows
tlrat 'C has the property f is false for all valuesof {. Thus 'the
prcsentKing of France is bald' is certainly false; and 'the present
liing of Franceis not bald' is falseif it means
"['here is an entity which is now King of Franceand is not bald',
lrut is true if it means
'lt is falsethat there is an entity which is now King of France and
is bald'.
'l'hat is, 'the King of Franceis not bald' is falseif the occurrence
rrf 'the King of France'is primary, and true if it is secondary.
Thus
nll propositionsin which 'the King <rf France' has a primary
occurrenceare false;the denialsof such propositionsare true, but
rn them 'the King of France'hasa secondaryoccurrence.Thus we
cscapethe conclusionthat the King of Francehas a wig.
We can now seealso how to deny that there is such an object as
tlrc differencebetweenA and B in the casewhen A and B do not
rlilfer.If u4and B do differ, there is one and only one entity r such
tlr:rt'r is the differencebetweenA and B'is a true proposition;
il A andB do not differ, there is no such entity,r. Thus according
to the meaningof denotationlately explained,'the differencebef wt:cnI and B'has a denotationwhen A and B differ, but not
This differenceappliesto true and false propositions
'tlrcrwise.
gcrrcrally. If. 'a R D' standsfor 'a has the relation R to D', then
rvlrcna R 6 is true, thereis suchan entity asthe relationR between
,r lntl 6; when aRD is false,there is no such entity. Thus out of
,rily propositionwe can make a denoting phrase,which denotes
rrr t:ntity if the propositionis true, but doesnot denotean entity
'

'l'his is the abbreviated, not the stricter, interpretation.
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if the propositionis false.E.g., it is true (at leastwe will suppose
so) that the earth revolvesround the sun, and false that the sun
revolvesround the earth; hence'the revolution of the earth round
the sun' denotesan entity, while 'the revolution of the sun round
the earth'does not denotean cntity.*
The whole realm of non-entities,such as 'the round square',
'the evenprime other than z','Apollo', 'Hamlet', etc., can now be
satisfactorily dealt with. All these are denoting phraseswhich do
not denote anything. A proposition about Apollo meanswhat we
get by substituting what the classicaldictionary tells us is meant
by Apollo, say 'the sun-god'. All propositionsin which Apollo
occurs are to be interpreted by the above rules for denoting
phrases.If 'Apollo' hasa primary occurrence,the propositioncontaining the occurrenceis false; if the occurrenceis secondary,the
proposition may be true. So again 'the round square is round'
means 'there is one and only one entity tr which is round and
square,and that entity is round', which is a falseproposition,not,
as Meinong maintains,a true one. 'The most perfectBeing hasall
perfections; existenceis a perfection; therefore the most perfect
Being exists'becomes:
'There is one and only one entity r which is most perfect; that
one has all perfections; existenceis a perfection; therefore that
one exists'. As a proof, this fails for want of a proof of the premiss
,'there is one and only one entity r which is most perfect'.t
Mr. MacColl (Mind, N.S., No. 54, and againNo. 55, page4or)
regards individuals as of two sorts, real and unreal; hence he
definesthe null-classasthe classconsistingof all unreal individuals.
This assumesthat such phrasesas 'the present King of France',
which do not denotea real individual, do, nevertheless,denotean
individual, but an unreal one. This is essentiallyMeinong's theor/,
which we have seenreasonto reject becauseit conflicts with the
law of contradiction. With our theory of denoting, we are able to
r The propositions from which such entities are derived are not identical either with these entities or with the propositions that these entitiee
have being.
t The argument can be made to prove validly that all members of the
class of most perfect Beings exist; it can also be proved formally that thig
class cannot have more than one member; but, taking the definition of
perfection as possession ofall positive predicates, it can be proved almost
equally formally that the class does not have even one member.
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hold that there are no unreal individuals; so that the null-class is
the classcontaining no members, not the class containing as memlrers all unreal individuals.
It is important to observe the effect of our theory on the interpretation of definitions which proceed by means of denoting
phrases.Most mathematical definitions are of this sort; for example
'm-n means the number which, added to a, gives m'. Thus m-n
is defined as meaning the same as a certain denoting phrase; but
we agreed that denoting phrases have no meaning in isolation. Thus
what the definition really ought to be is: 'Any proposition containingm-n is to mean the proposition which results from substituting
ior "m-n" "the number which, added to z, gives rn".'The resulting proposition is interpreted according to the rules already given
lirr interpreting propositions whose verbal expression contains a
rfenoting phrase. In the casewhere m andn are such that there is
one and only one number x which, added to z, gives nr, there is a
number r which can be substituted for m-z in any proposition
containing m-n without altering the truth or falsehood of the
proposition. But in other cases,all propositions in which 'rn-n'
has a primary occurrence are false.
The usefulness of identily is explained by the above theory.
No one outside a logic-book ever'wishes to say 'x is trc',and yet
assertionsof identity are often made in such forms as 'Scott was
the author of Waaerhy' or 'thou art the man'. The meaning of such
propositions cannot be stated without the notion of identity, although they are not simply statements that Scott is identical with
another term, the author of Waoerley, or that thou art identical with
another term, the man. The shortest statement of 'Scott is the
author of Wazterley' seems to be'Scott wrote Waaerley; and it is
irlways true of y thatif y wrote Waaerley, y is identical with Scott'.
It is in this way that identity enters into 'Scott is the author of
Waaerley'; and it is owing to such uses that identity is worth
affirming.
One interesting result of the above theory of denoting is this:
when there is anything with which we do not have immediate
:rcquaintance, but only definition by denoting phrases, then the
propositions in which this thing is introduced by means of a
denoting phrase do not really contain this thing as a constituent,
l)ut contain instead the constituents expressedby the severalwords
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of the denoting phrase. Thus in every proposition that we can
apprehend(i.e. not only in thosewhosetruth or falsehoodwe can
judge of, but in all that we can think about), all the constituents
are really entities with which we have immediate acquaintance.
Now such things as matter (in the sensein which matter occurs
in physics)and the minds of other peopleare known to us only by
denoting phrases,i.e. we are not acquaintedwith them, but we
know them aswhat hassuchand suchproperties.Hence,although
we can form propositional functions C (r) which must hold of
such and such a materialparticle,or of So-and-so'smind, yet we
are not acquaintedwith the propositionswhich affirm thesethings
that we know must be true, becausewe cannot apprehendthe
actualentitiesconcerned.What we know is'So-and-sohasa mind
which has such and such properties'but we do not know 'l has
such and such properties',where A is the mind in question.In
such a case,we know the properties of a thing without having
acquaintancewith the thing itself, and without, consequently,
knowing any single proposition of which the thing itself is a
constituent.
of the view I have been advoOf the many other consequences
cating,I will saynothing.I will only begthe readernot to makeup
his mind againstthe view-as he might be tempted to do, on
account of its apparently excessivecomplication-until he has
attempted to construct a theory of his own on the subject of
denotation.This attempt,I believe,will convincehim that, whatever the true theory may be, it cannot have such a simplicity as
one might have expectedbeforehand.

Mathematical Logic as basedon the Theory of

Types
In this paper, originally published in the Arv'nnrcewJounN.nl or
Mernrvrerrcs, Russelloflns his celebratedapproachto the solution
of a set of clasical mathematicaland logicalproblemsinaolaing the
dPPearance
of contradiction.The doctrineof types(ashe then called
it) was 'put forward tmtatioely' in the secondappmdix /o Tsr
I)ntNclptns or Mennvrerrcs, d aaluablediscuss;on
from the point
of aiew of history, sinceit shoutsus theseideasin theform they took
shortly after they first came to Russellin the openingyears of the
(entuly, although(in the words of the Introduction he wrote to the
srcondedition of the Pnwcnr,Es rz ry37) as 'only a rough shetch'.
'l'he paper reprinted here giaes us whst utas in efect the
finished
llrcory, althoughtheseideas are bettn seenin the larger contextin
which they rea?pearin the first oolumeof the PwNupn MernnM^rrcA(r9ro).
'l'he theory of types has played such an important role in modern
philosophythat it is pointless to commentfurther on its significance,
tilhcr than to say that thispaper is oneof Russell's
finest and unixersilly achnoaiedgedto be a mastnpieceof recentphilosophic thought.
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We have not succeededin proving that each of these four
classesis a completely perfect series,but each of them is perfect
either to the right or the left, that is to say,either for regressions
or for progressions.'l'he logical sum of Ttut and Q)|t,ot of i<'r and
i. . perfectseries,but in generalthat serieswill not be compact.
-i if t-hcreexistsin z a progressiono and a regressiono'having
For
the samelimit in z (which is known to be possible),then tt andtt''will be consecutivein the serieszar v om f.or o'r' containsonly a
single term which does not belong to n7), namely the common
limit. 'l'hereforena v <,rzis not in generala continuousseries'
We have not succeededin proving that any Progressionor regressionin z hasa limit, becausewe do not know an examPleof a
Eo*pr.t seriesof which no tenn is not a principal element(in the
langi,ageof Cantor).We havenot beenableto provethat there are
etc.
terms of zar which are limits of regressions,
Onc knows after Cantor how to Prove all these theorems if 4
is a <lcnumerableseries [Rladsta di Matematica, Yol' V, PP:
rz9-62).We do not developthis subjec't,sinceit has been referred
to prcviouslyby Cantor. In $6 we haveonly wishedto deducethe
rc*i,lt. whic-haie valid for all compactseries,without introducing
othcr conditions.

T\ vglune o/ Mryo for ryo5 appearssuperfuiaily to be an out_
.
datedcollection_ofthe sort of papersthat usaally
fill-journals issued
by andfor academicmm. one wourd assume
front-;t ihat the conflict
betanenidealists and pragmatists orer the iature of truth a,ai the
mos!.im?ortantthing in the world. Embeddedin this context of philosophh warfare and dwarfed by tht sevmty-eightpage disqt;iit;on on
'Pragnmtivnv. Absolutisn' that precedeilt ;i joituen:page paper
"
by Russell which he has called his finest philonphicat'rsioy'.
it,
editor of MrNo, ProfessorG. F. Stout, regarded-it as unusial and
unconamtional,but nonethc lesshad the soundjudgment to ptint it.
IIml many of his readersundentoodit remainsan qpengtestion.
ON DrNouNG r'sa milzstonein the dnelopmeni of iontemporary
lthilosophy,yveah.ng once ,nore Russell'sinaentiamiss and strihing
originality in thought. Ironically 'Jt contains a minor error. G. E.
Moorchaspointed out that Russell,s,shoilest
statemtnt,at the close
o.f-thepap? is faulty becauseof the anbiguity of the verb ,to write,.
'Scott is the author o/ Wevrnrnl,' doesnot, therefore,have the same
mcan'ingas'scott wrote wtwRLEy', tince scott (lihe blind Milton)
may be.th1aujhoy of the work tpithout being the person who litnally
turoteit for the first time. Russellhas acceptedthis correetion,atiih
t'tluanimity'.t rhe right to feel,ltatronizing about this slip is reseraed
h.vlaw to thosewho haoe doneas much philosophy ai Russeiland
for
fufunre.
'l'hefulln dmelopmentof theseidcas is the anll-knoun theory of
lese.iptions,thefull statementof which was to come
fiae years iater
with the publication of the first volumeof the pnricrpli MnrHrM Al r c A .
t'fhe Philosophy of Benrand
RusseII,Evanston and Cambridge, 1944
cl tfll , p. 69o. Moore's well-known essay is o p. r77 ff. of the same
v ,r l tt t n c .

